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Abstract. Online marketing recommendation is crucially important for
user growth of mobile applications. However, there are currently three
common challenges in designing such an efficient recommendation system. First, on the user side, users can be stratified into different layers
which have distinctive user characteristics and marketing objectives. Second, on the item side, items from heterogeneous business scenarios need
to be mixed together for ranking. Third, there are often multiple marketing objectives, which are even internally related to each other. In this
paper, we address the above challenges by proposing a joint training
system Tier-Aware Multi-Objective Recommendation (TAMOR). The
TAMOR system leverages all tiers of data to train a unified model, while
the representation learned by the model for users and items are aware of
data tiers. Besides, in order to better deal with the multi-objective prediction problem, the user bias learning is designed to learn user preferences,
which are then used to assist learning for user-specific tasks. TAMOR
has been deployed for financial marketing of Ant Fortune, which brings
a 10.67% boost for the number of daily new high-holding users.
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Introduction

In online marketing of mobile applications, the recommendation system plays
an important role in the accurate distribution of traffic. Ant Fortune is a wealth
management platform under Ant Group, where various kinds of mission cards
are pushed to specific users to stimulate their investment behaviors within the
app. For example, a typical sequential pattern of user actions is: impression →
click → conversion → investment → large investment (single transaction > 100
yuan). The core goal of the recommendation system in financial marketing is
to increase the number of users with positions over 100 yuan. Different from
traditional recommendation in e-commerce like Taobao, we are confronted with
the following three major challenges. (1) Stratified Users: Different users have
different user characteristics and marketing goals. (2) Heterogeneous Scenarios: The items belonging to heterogeneous scenarios should be mixed together
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Fig. 1. System overview of TAMOR

for ranking. (3) Multiple Objectives: There are multiple objectives to predict,
which are usually related to each other.
Conventional practice in the industry is to build models individually for a
certain combination of user group and business scenario. Formally, a model can
hence be defined by a triple of < user group, item scenario, objectives >.
Since it is a multi-task learning problem, we usually choose Multi-gate Mixtureof-Experts (MMoE)[1] as backbone model, which is the state-of-the-art method
in multi-task recommendation. However, the amount of data in separate data
tiers is relatively small and can hardly support the training of large-scale recommendation models. Besides, independent modeling blocks the information
sharing between different data tiers, thus limiting the model performance.
With the above consideration, we propose a novel recommendation system TAMOR1 , namely tier-aware multi-objective recommendation, especially
for cases when there are stratified users and heterogeneous scenarios, as shown
in Fig. 1. TAMOR trains one model on the union dataset of all user groups
and item scenarios, so that it can exploit all available data. TAMOR is able to
perceive data tiers through tier-aware representation learning module. Besides,
TAMOR inherits the ability of multi-task learning from MMoE, with an extra
user bias learning module to facilitate the training of user-specific tasks. In a
real industrial dataset of Ant Fortune, our TAMOR system achieves higher area
under the ROC curve (AUC) than MMoE in all tasks on three user groups, with
significant improvement ranging from 1.3% to 4.1%. Furthermore, TAMOR has
been successfully applied in the financial marketing of Ant Fortune, and achieved
10.67% boost for the number of daily new high-holding users.
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System Overview

We now present an overview of the TAMOR system for Ant Fortune financial
marketing, which can be split into three levels, as is demonstrated in Fig. 1(a).
(1)Data Level. In the bottom level of TAMOR system, we collected Ant Fortune
1

An introductory video is available at https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1CR4y1P7qv.
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marketing dataset. Based on business settings, we stratified users into three
layers according to the amount of positions held, and clustered the items into
six groups according to the business scenarios they belong to. (2) Model Level.
We use one unified model as the core recommendation engine of the TAMOR
system. (3) Task Level. We define five tasks including: 1) click, 2) conversion,
3) investment, 4) a single large investment with over 100 yuan, and 5) user total
investment with over 100 yuan in recent period of time.
As is illustrated in Fig. 2, we have a special
page in the APP to recommend financial mission cards to users. Users of different layers have
different recommendation results. For new users,
the main goal is to simply increase their daily activity, such as click, conversion and investment.
Meanwhile, for existing users with low positions,
the key goal is to achieve large investment to
bring more high-holding users. The items exposed to users may be associated with multiple
lines of business, including Huabei, Jiebei, Yuebao. These business scenarios are distinct from
each other and have different business purposes.
Meanwhile, together they form the product ma- Fig. 2. An illustration of finantrix of Ant Fortune, and share a common mar- cial marketing in Ant Fortune
keting purpose of user growth.
The core model contains three major parts as demonstrated in Fig. 1(b),
including 1) A: tier-aware representation learning for both user side and
item side, 2) B: user bias learning, and 3) C&D: user-specific and common
task learning. Basically, the model adopts a joint training framework, which
shares data information between different data tiers as much as possible. Bottom
embedding table of raw features is shared across different user groups and item
scenarios From the perspective of multi-task learning, TAMOR divides tasks
into three categories according to their business relationships. First, in user bias
learning (B), we focus on the task which can reflect the user preferences or
characteristics, such as financial investment capacity. Second, in user-specific
task learning (C), we intend to learn prediction tasks which are more relevant to
the user’s mind, such as investment action after click-through. Third, in common
task learning (D), we predict early behaviors in the action chain, such as the
click-through rate (CTR) and conversion rate (CVR) prediction tasks.
Tier-Aware Representation Learning: Tier-aware representation learning is the key component of TAMOR to realize the simultaneous modeling of
multiple data tiers and retain the specific information of each data tier. In this
module, the raw features of users/items are projected into a unified feature space
with the stratification information. In detail, we first obtain multiple representation V ∈ Rd×g from the raw features using the PLE[2] network. Second, we
learn a weight w ∈ Rg across groups through an encoding module. This encoding
module can be either simple one-hot encoding, or soft encoding with learnable
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Fig. 3. Visualization of tier-aware representations vs. tier-agnostic representations

weights. Finally, we use the vector multiplication to compute the tier-aware representation V w ∈ Rd . Empirically, we compare the tier-aware representations
and the representations learned in the way which is agnostic about data tiers.
As is visualized in Fig. 3, the tier-aware representations successfully discriminate
the samples into separate local regions in the feature space.
User Bias Learning: User bias learning plays a key role in multi-objective
recommendation, if there are predicted events that are strongly related to user
preference. Specifically, in this module, the user-side data is deeply mined to
model user bias to predict some item-independent tasks. The learning process
is essentially item-agnostic allowing us to focus on the modeling of user features
alone. Ultimately, this module is primarily intended to alleviate the learning
difficulty of user-specific tasks.
User-Specific and Common Task Learning: The multiple objectives
in recommendation are subdivided into common tasks, and user-specific tasks
which are more dependent on user bias. Separate DNN towers are built upon
the tier-aware representations to make predictions on corresponding tasks. In
particular, for user-specific tasks, the user bias vector is concatenated with the
input vector of their DNN towers, to enhance the user-side features.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we propose TAMOR for stratified users and heterogeneous scenarios. TAMOR learns tier-aware representations and models the relationship
among multiple objectives. We proved the effectiveness of TAMOR through its
successful application in Ant Fortune financial marketing. Future work involves
further refining the encoding module for tier-aware representation learning.
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